Artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm is one of the important artificial techniques in solving general-purpose optimization problems. This paper presents the application of ABC in computing the power flow solution of an electric power system. The objective function to be minimized is the active and reactive power mismatch at each bus. The proposed algorithm has been applied on typical power systems. The results obtained are compared with those obtained by the conventional method. The results obtained reveal that the ABC algorithm is very effective for solving the power flow problem in the maximum loadability region.
INTRODUCTION
The power flow analysis is one of the important and extensively used studies in electrical power system engineering. It is considered a fundamental tool for many other power system studies such as stability, reliability, fault, and contingency study. The main objective of a power flow study is to find the bus voltages and the power flow in the transmission system for a particular loading condition. The steady-state performance of an electrical power system is described by a system of non-linear algebraic equations. These equations represent the active and reactive power balance. The inherent difficulty of the power flow problem is the task of obtaining analytical solutions to the power flow equations. An extensive research has been carried out since the latter half of the twentieth century [1] , [2] to solve this problem. The solution of power flow problem has been based on numerical technique methods such as Gauss-Seidel [3] , Newton-Raphson method [4] - [14] , and fast-decoupled method [15] - [18] . Although some of these methods are widely used in power utilities, they are sensitive to the starting (guess) values. In some cases, especially in heavily loaded conditions, they fail to converge. It was found that the factors affecting the convergence of the previous methods are the R/X ratio of the transmission systems and the singularity of the Jacobian matrix for a heavily loaded system. Different attempts have been done to improve the reliability of these methods [19] , [20] . Artificial intelligence techniques had been applied to power flow study [21] - [23] . Recently, the fields of swarm intelligence have attracted many researches as a branch of artificial intelligence that deals with the collective behavior of swarms such as flocks of bird, colonies of aunts, schools of fish, and swarm of bees [24] , [25] . The important features of swarm intelligence are selforganization, scalability, adaptation, and speed. The swarm intelligence techniques have been applied in many power system studies [26] - [28] . In this paper, the load flow problem is approached as an optimization problem using swarm intelligence. The objective function is to minimize the power mismatch. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the Newton-Raphson (NR) technique in solving load flow problem. The basics model of artificial bee colony (ABC) is presented in section 3. Section 4 discusses the results obtained by applying the proposed algorithms on a typical system. Finally, section 5 presents the conclusion.
POWER FLOW FORMULATION
For N bus electrical power system, the bus power S i can be expressed by the following equation:
Where P Gi is the active power generation at bus i P Di is the active power demand at bus i Q Gi is the reactive power generation at bus i Q Di is the reactive power demand at bus i
The current balance equation at bus i * * 1
Where Y ik is the i, k th element of bus admittance matrix V k is the bus voltage at bus k.
By substituting (1) into the (2) and resolved the resulting equation into the following two real equations:
For N bus power system, there are 2N real non-linear algebraic equations similar to (3) and (4). These equations are non-linear function of the state variables (|V|,δ). The conventional technique to solve these equations is using a numerical technique. The most widely used method is NR method. This method is based on expanding the above equations by Taylor series. The compact linearized form of the above equations is as follows:
Where the left-hand side of (5) is the vector of power mismatch, which can be calculated as:
The traditional algorithm for obtaining power flow solution is as follows: 1. Assume a guess values for the state variables (flat start |V|=1.0 pu; δ=0) 2. Evaluate the vector of power mismatch and the elements of the Jacobian matrix 3. Calculate the vector of state variable disturbance 4. Update the state variables at the end of iteration 5. Check the absolute value of the elements of the vector of power mismatch, if it is less than a specified tolerance; calculate the line flow in each transmission line. Otherwise, go to step 2.
The previous algorithm works reliably in ordinary loading conditions. Unfortunately, it is found in some cases (e.g., heavily loaded conditions and high R/X ratio system) that the above algorithm fails to converge. This is because of singularity of the Jacobian matrix. For this purposes, a swarm intelligence technique is presented to avoid the singularity of the Jacobian matrix.
POWER FLOW ALGORITHM USING ABC METHOD
The honey bees foraging behavior, learning, and memorizing characteristics have been attracted many researcher in the area of swarm intelligence. The pioneer work of Karaboga [24] which describes an ABC algorithm based on the behavior of honey bee is first attempt model in this aspect. One of the main features of ABC algorithm is its ability to conduct both global search and local search in each iteration.
According to the ABC algorithm, there are three categories of artificial bees in the colony. These are employed bees, onlookers bees, and scouts bees. The bee colony is divided into two halves, the first half of colony includes employed bees, and the second half includes the onlookers. The onlooker's bees are those waiting on the dance area in hive as a decision-maker for choosing the suitable food source. The employed bees are those collecting the nectar from food source. While the scout bees are those searching the food sources. The searching cycle in the ABC algorithm consists of the following steps [29] :
• At the initialization step, the bees select a set of food source positions randomly. After determining the nectar amount, the bees come to the hive to share the information with those waiting on the dance area. • At the second step, the employed bees use the gained information to choose new food sources in neighborhood area after going to the old position, which is visited by themselves previously. • At the third stage, the onlooker bee chooses a particular area for the food sources depending on the information given by the employed bees on the dance area.
To utilize the ABC algorithm, there are some control parameters that should be set [30] ; they are number of variables, lower bound of variables (LB), upper bound of variables (UB), population size (colony size) (nPop), number of onlooker bees (nn Onlooker), maximum number of iterations (MaxIt) (the stopping criteria), abandonment limit parameter (Limit), and acceleration coefficient upper bound (A).
A. Steps of ABC Implementation
The steps of ABC can be outlined as follows [31]: 1. Generate a randomly distributed initial population solutions (food source positions). 2. Evaluate the population which represents the nectar quantity. The population of the positions (solutions) is subjected to iterated cycles, C =1, 2,…, C max , of the search processes of the employed bees, the onlooker bees and scout bees. Based on a probabilistic approach, the artificial employed or onlooker bee makes a change on the position (solution) in her memory for finding a new food source and tests the nectar amount (fitness value) of the new source (new solution). 3. Apply the roulette wheel selection (choose the best fit individuals). 4. Calculate the probability rate (Pi) related with solutions; 
The fitness values (fit) are computed by the following expression:
Usually, the value of P i is between {0,1}. 5. Find the new solutions for the onlookers depending on the probability P i related with the solutions. 6. Reapply roulette wheel selection. 7. Find the abandoned solution if exists, change it with new randomly generated solution. 8. Register the best solution achieved so far. 9. C=C+1 (until maximum cycle number is reached).
B. ABC Implementation for Power Flow Study
ABC optimization is applied to obtain the bus voltage magnitude (|V i |) and voltage phase angle (δ i ) by minimize the following objective function:
Where,
This objective function is constrained by the inequalities LB and UB.
LB<|V|<UB LB<δ<UB
The optimization process starts with setting the number of solutions (food sources) in ABC algorithm, which represents the number of flowers, the bees will reach to food sources, and then computes the nectar's quantity, the food sources are initialized using a random number generator.
The voltage magnitude and voltage phase angle are limited to the following range:
The objective function (f) that designed to determine the load flow problem using ABC algorithm is as follows:
Where i = 1, 2, 3,… number of buses
In ABC algorithm, the objective function (fitness value) describes the quality of food source (solution). The food source that has the best quality will be registered in a memory as the best food source (solution) ever found. The neighborhood search process uses to obtain the best fitness value will continue by employed bees and onlookers.
The fitness value will be computed for each new solution (food source), and the new solution (food source) that having the best fitness value will be the new reference in memory. The optimization process will continue to looking for the food source near to hive, which depending on the probability that computed previously from fitness value.
The new solution (food source) after neighborhood search will be registered if its fitness is better. The optimization process will continue until reach to the best fitness value or reach to the maximum cycle number afterward the solution converges and the mismatch power is close to zero. The flow chart of ABC approach in load flow computation is shown in Fig. 1 .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The ABC algorithm is being applied to the 6-bus system as follows:
A. Six Bus Test Power System with Normal Load
The ABC method is applied to the 6-bus system with a particular normal loading condition [32] . The test system is shown in Fig. 2 consists of three generating stations and three load stations. After initialize the control parameters of ABC algorithm, each variable was initialized with random number using random number generator. The elements of power mismatch vectors ΔP and ΔQ are computed using Equation 6 . The best food source (load flow solution) will be selected by applying roulette wheel selection.
A comparison between the results that obtained from conventional (NR) with that found from ABC algorithm is given in Table I . As shown from these tables, the results obtained are identical. The final objective function value in ABC optimization process after 15000 iterations is 1.5902×10 −11 . The performance of ABC algorithm to obtain the best solution is clarified by graph that was shown in Fig. 3 .
B. Six Bus Test Power System with Heavy Load
To simulate the heavy load condition, the load at bus 4, 5, and 6 is increased as shown in Appendix A. It is found that the conventional NR method is failed to converge. However, when the ABC algorithm is applied, the solution converges as shown in Table II . The final objective function value in ABC optimization process after 5000 iteration is 8.99 × 10 −4 . The performance of ABC method to obtain the best solution is clarified by graph that was shown in Fig. 4 .
CONCLUSION
A meta-heuristic approach to solve power flow problem has been presented. The proposed algorithm is based on ABC technique which is considered to be one of the type of swarm intelligence techniques. The proposed algorithm is applied to the six bus system with different loading conditions, and the results obtained have been compared with the results of (NR) method. The main advantages of ABC algorithm are the flexibility of modeling, accuracy, strong convergence, and reliability, which considered reasonable and acceptable optimization process. In addition, the presented algorithm shows promising results regarding heavily loaded system.
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